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This present special issue differs from the past issues of JMLC in that most of its articles, if 
not all, carry a strong translation component. It is no exaggeration to say that they are works of 
translation studies as much as literary studies.
Translation studies has undergone a “paradigm shift” since the late 1980s, which is 
characterized by a so-called “cultural turn.” Striving for the establishment of Translation Studies 
as a serious academic discipline, scholars, mainly from the Low Countries and the Middle 
East where translation has long been a strong shaping force for their own culture and literature, 
proposed a novel way of looking at translation. Instead of taking translation as a mere language 
or code-switching activity, they argue that it is in principle a social and cultural activity. More 
significantly, they correctly point out that translations, generally made out of the need of the 
receiving culture, will make impact only on the receiving culture. After all, it is the readers 
of the target culture that would read or make reference to the translations. On the other hand, 
these readers of translations would not read or make reference to the originals, which are either 
incomprehensible or inaccessible to them. In other words, the meaning, the function and the 
value, etc., of the translations come not from the originals but very much depend on how they 
were constructed for and received by the translation readers. They can be drastically different 
from those in the originals. Thus the traditional practice of comparing the translations to the 
originals in order to ascertain if they are good translations is called into question, as the relevance 
or the importance of the translations to the target cultures bears no direct relationship to the 
“accuracy” in duplicating the original texts. Rather, translations are phenomena in the target 
culture and should be studied as such. Only when one takes this stance towards translation can 
one fully understand and appreciate the true nature and value of the translations and the translation 
activities in a certain culture. 
Perhaps we can take a quick look at a very obvious example to illustrate the above argument. 
For instance, by adopting this perspective, we understand much better the position enjoyed by Lin 
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Shu 林紓	in the history of literary translation and literature in the late-Qing and early Republican 
period. Having no knowledge of any foreign language at all, Lin would have been considered 
ill-qualified as a translator by most people. His translations of Western fictions were far from 
being “accurate,” or faithful to the originals, as he had to rely on his collaborators to translate the 
original works orally to him. But it is a well-known fact that his works gained great popularity and 
affected deeply a whole generation of young readers, including Lu Xun 魯迅, Zhou Zuoren 周
作人, Guo Moruo 郭沫若 and Qian Zhongshu 錢鍾書, who were to become the most important 
writers of modern Chinese literature in a couple of decades. Thus, in our study of Lin Shu, there 
is little point to establish if his translations were “equivalent” to the originals or not. We should 
rather look into the literary, cultural and even political environments of China at that time that 
were conducive to a favourable reception of his “unfaithful” translations. This will bring us a 
more thorough understanding of Lin Shu’s works as well as the literary scene of the time.
From the above example, we can tell that there is a very close relationship between 
translation and literary development. On the one hand, we need to study the various factors 
and phenomena of the literary scene very well before we can understand the significance of the 
literary translation activities of the time. On the other, when we have grasped a good knowledge 
of literary translation, we will be able to appreciate the literary activities more comprehensively. 
It is with this perception in mind that we identified our authors and their topics for this special 
issue.
It is a challenge, of course, as this involves scholars who have worked in traditionally two 
different fields. One major weakness in many so-called works of literary translation studies lies 
in the fact that their authors were not properly trained in literature, in particular the literature of 
the target culture. For a long time, translation students and scholars have been trained to translate, 
almost in a strictly technical sense. In the end, when they attempt a “cultural turn,” many of 
them encounter severe problems. Very often, outstanding works on literary translation studies are 
written by scholars of literature.
The five articles collected in the present special issue are written by scholars with strong 
literature background. They are scholars of modern Chinese literature, in particular for the period 
around the turn of the 19th to 20th century, a highly vibrant and crucial period in Chinese history. 
Theodore Huters is a specialist in modern Chinese literature and he has worked extensively on 
Qian Zhongshu. In the past decade or two, his focus turned to the late-Qing, and his book in 
this area, Bringing the World Home: Appropriating the West in Late Qing and Early Republican 
China,1 deals with the cultural transformation of the period, a complex process that accommodated 
the West and at the same time negotiated between the new and the old. In his article for this 
special issue, Huters writes on the relationship between language and the rise of “new” literature, 
in particular the new prose. This is a topic that has begun to attract the attention of scholars 
of modern Chinese literature only in recent years. However, it is of significance because the 
1 Theodore Huters, Bringing the World Home: Appropriating the West in Late Qing and Early Republican China 
(Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2005). 
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“new-ness” of literature comes not only from the content, but also the means of expression. As 
the article shows, the transition from using the wenyan 文言	 to baihua 白話 is much more 
complicated than what has been depicted by past scholars. 
Denise Gimpel is an expert on the Xiaoshuo yuebao 小說月報	(The Short Story Magazine) 
and she has published a much acclaimed book on the journal Lost Voices of Modernity: A Chinese 
Popular Fiction Magazine in Context.2 Her present paper “Taking Hope to China: An Example 
of Late-Qing Translation” takes the translation of The Prisoner of Zenda as a case to explain 
how translation activities were closely linked to the late-Qing’s attempt to create a new national 
literature for China. She meticulously makes a detailed analysis of the translation to demonstrate 
how deliberate changes and manipulations were made to serve this purpose. 
Chen Jianhua 陳建華 has written extensively on Chinese literature, ranging from the 
classical to the contemporary. In recent years, he has paid special attention to popular literature 
and popular writers. The present article studies one of the most “popular” popular writers Zhou 
Shoujuan 周瘦鵑. Zhou was an extremely prolific writer and translator, who had written and 
translated on various topics in different genres. Chen deals with Zhou’s translation of Western 
films and the impact of such a translation activity on literary and cultural development of the 
early twentieth century. Although Zhou Shoujuan has gained considerable attention in the past 
couple of decades, his translation activities, in particular the translation of films, have not been 
previously studied. 
Michael Gibbs Hill, who has been working on Lin Shu 林紓	with a new book Lin Shu, Inc: 
Translation, Print Culture, and the Making of an Icon in Modern China forthcoming, studies 
a very interesting topic in his article for the journal, pseudo-translation. Pseudo-translations, 
works that are in fact original creations, would not have been accepted as a justifiable academic 
topic in the traditional view of translation studies which puts prime importance to the originals. 
However, the act of camouflaging original creations as translation, hence pseudo-translations, 
deserves attention from the point of view of the recepient culture. It exhibits the power structure 
between the source and target cultures, and explains how and why a certain work or idea would 
be more readily received as a translation. Further, as Hill suggests, it can also “open new ways 
to understand the many contested incarnations of the literati and intellectual in modern China.”
Uganda Sze-pui Kwan has worked on how the concept of “novels” transformed in the late-
Qing period and how this new genre was introduced into China from the West through Japan.3 
She has also paid great attention to translation studies and one of her most recent articles explores 
how Sir Henry R. Haggard’s juvenile boys literary works were appropriated by Lin Shu to excite 
2 Denise Gimpel, Lost Voices of Modernity: A Chinese Popular Fiction Magazine in Context (Honolulu: University 
of Hawai’i Press, 2001).
3 Uganda Sze-pui Kwan, “The Transformation of the Idea of Xiaoshuo in Modern China (1898-1920s)” 
(Unpublished PhD dissertation, SOAS, University of London, 2007).
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and mobilize the Chinese male readers to build a yet to be born young nation.4 Her present article 
studies one interesting and yet much neglected character, Daniel Richard Caldwell 高和爾, who 
first started as a court interpreter but ultimately held the Office of the Registrar General for a 
period of six years in the earliest days of British colonial rule in Hong Kong. It was a time when 
the rule of law was not well established, and communication barrier between the ruler and the 
ruled was hopelessly serious. Kwan demonstrates how Caldwell’s Chinese proficiency and his 
thorough understanding of the local culture helped him to act as a successful middle-man, and at 
the same time, served well his own personal interests and agenda. This is not about literature per 
se, but it handles a bigger aspect of translation and its role in shaping the course of history in the 
cultural context. 
4 關詩珮：〈哈葛德少男文學（boy literature）與林紓少年文學（juvenile literature）：殖民主義與晚
清中國國族觀念的建立〉，《翻譯史研究》（上海：復旦大學出版社，2011），頁138-169。
